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ABSTRACT
Various guidance techniques have been proposed to help users to quickly and effectively locate objects in large and dense environments such as supermarkets, libraries, or control rooms. Little research, however, has focused on their impact on learning. These techniques generally transfer control from the user to the system, making the user more passive and reducing kinesthetic feedback. In this paper, we present an experiment that evaluates the impact of projection-based guidance techniques on spatial memorization. We investigate the roles of user (handheld) vs. system control (robotic arm) guidance and of kinesthetic feedback on memorization. Results show (1) higher recall rates with system-controlled guidance, (2) no significant influence of kinesthetic feedback on recall under system control, and (3) the visibility and noticeability of objects impact memorization.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Complex environments such as command and control rooms, warehouses, or libraries can contain thousands of objects, organized in a large physical space. Locating a given object in such environments can be difficult and time-consuming [25]. Saving even a few seconds off of this task can result in significant cumulative savings. Thus, many tasks, such as maintenance or control room operating, require memorizing the location of many objects to be performed efficiently. Moreover, being able to retrieve objects quickly is of crucial importance for safety-critical tasks. While an interactive guidance system would help, such a system may be only available for training, either because equipping production sites would be too costly or for security reasons, where the operator must be able to master the system in any situation. Operators must then learn the positions of objects so as to rapidly find controls and avoid costly – or even dramatic – errors.

Guidance techniques have been proposed to help users to quickly and accurately find a given target, including using maps [1], turn-by-turn instructions [1, 19], augmented-reality glasses [11] or steerable projectors [4, 9]. Previous studies have focused on how to help people more quickly find targets [9, 11, 12], but they have not explored the impact of such guidance on spatial memory (i.e., learning the positions of objects). Furthermore, findings about memorization in navigation studies cannot be extended to spatial memory, because of (1) differences in the nature of the task [23] and (2) the non-convergence of results. For examples, some of these studies have shown a positive influence of active vs. passive exploration on memorization [16, 20], no effect [10, 28], or an inverse correlation [12].

In this paper, we study the impact on memorization of guidance techniques based on steerable or handheld projection. We focus on such techniques, as proposed in [4, 6, 9, 14, 17, 24], because steerable projection has been shown to be particularly effective at helping users to quickly locate targets [9].

More specifically, we investigate the role of (1) user versus system control of the guidance device and (2) kinesthetic feedback during object localization by comparing three techniques. The first technique transfers control to the system. It uses an implementation of Gacem et al.’s system-controlled robotic projection arm [9] which has been shown to help users quickly locate targets (Figure 1a). The second (Figure 1b) extends this approach to provide kinesthetic feedback by having users point at targets [26]. The third (Figure 1c) uses a handheld projector (similar to [24]) that guides the user to the target using directional hints and acts as a baseline.
Figure 1: The three projection-based guidance techniques in the study: (a) an actuated pico-projector automatically highlights the target (system control), (b) an extension to the previous technique where the user adds kinesthetic feedback by pointing to the highlighted target, and (c) manual exploration with a hand-held pico-projector that guides the user to the target.

Results show that (1) the system-controlled technique had a higher recall rate than the manual guidance technique, (2) kinesthetic feedback of pointing with the arm does not seem to have an effect on long-term memorization for the system controlled condition, and (3) the visibility and noticeability of objects impact memorization.

2. RELATED WORK

Various guidance systems have been proposed to help users find targets or navigate paths using a variety of different technologies, devices, and interaction styles. We focus primarily on projection-based guidance techniques (Section 2.1) and user control in guidance and memorization in navigation and spatial positioning tasks (Section 2.2).

2.1 Projection Systems

Projection-based guidance systems have been proposed either to expand the interaction space [5] or the display space [7, 21, 27] using motorized [21, 27] or handheld devices [5, 6, 7, 18]. These studies have considered such aspects as user acceptance [1], temporal performance [9], user preference of projector orientation [6], or spatial memory [13]. Butz et al.’s SearchLight [4] uses a ceiling-mounted steerable projector to help users find objects by shining a spotlight on them. Gacem et al. [9] extend this approach by mounting a pico-projector on a robotic arm within the user’s field of view, finding that moving the projector within the user’s field of view reduced search times by up to 24% [9].

Little work has studied the role of spatial memory while using projection based guidance. Kaufmann et al. [19] studied the effect on memory in map navigation of displaying a map on a smartphone vs. projected in the environment with a handheld projector, finding up to a 41% improvement to spatial memory when using the projector. They hypothesize that this difference may be due to the kinetic component of moving the projector. Fujimoto et al. [8] studied the effect of adding visual cues on targets to be memorized using an HMD system. They found that associating visual annotations with real world locations enhances the learning. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has addressed the issue of spatial memory using motorized projection guidance. In this paper, we investigate how transferring control from the user to the system impacts the memorization of object locations.

2.2 User vs. System Control

With user-controlled guidance systems, guidance provided by the system depends on the user’s actions, whereas system-controlled techniques remove the user from much of the interaction loop. As such, system-controlled guidance (1) removes the kinesthetic feedback involved in moving the projector and (2) makes locating the object a more passive task. User-controlled guidance divides the user’s attention between controlling the device and learning the target’s location. Several studies have attempted to characterize the respective effects of user or system control in real or virtual navigation tasks, but we are not aware of such work on spatial positioning tasks.

Moreover, navigation studies in this area have not found conclusive results. Gaunet et al. [10] found no significant difference between exploring a virtual city with a joystick and passively observing the scene on estimating the direction of the starting points, reproducing the shape of paths, or on scene recognition. This result seems to echo those of Wilson [28], suggesting that active exploration does not benefit spatial memorization.

Other studies, however, have found that active participants, who also controlled their movement with a joystick, better recalled spatial layout (e.g., finding the shortest path, drawing a map of the environment, or identifying starting positions of a path) than passive participants [2, 3, 20]. In contrast, they did not find a significant effect on participants’ recall of the correct locations of objects in the virtual environment.

Larrue et al. [16] and Ruddle et al. [22], on the other hand, found that user-controlled exploration yielded better memorization. Unlike the previous studies, however, these experiments involve richer body movement (e.g. body translation and rotation) and more complex environments. In particular, Larrue et al. found that controlling rotation with the head led to higher quality spatial representations [16]. Such
kinesthetic feedback may play a role in spatial memorization, as Soechting & Flanders observed that short-term memory accuracy improved when users pointed toward targets with the arms, either actively or passively [26]. Together, these results show that kinesthetic feedback, that active or passive interaction, that divided attention, and that the complexity of the environment all may influence spatial memorization and may interact with each other. Moreover, such memorization may be different for paths and navigation than for learning the positions of objects [23].

We are not aware of prior work that explores the roles of kinesthetic feedback and of user vs. system control on spatial memorization of object positions in dense environments.

3. GUIDANCE SYSTEM

We consider three different projector-based guidance conditions in this study. We designed each of them to be similar enough to be comparable, yet provide distinct properties in terms of control and kinesthetic feedback.

Robot Arm (RA). The robotic arm (RA) technique uses an improved implementation of Gacem et al.’s Projection-Augmented Robotic Arm technique [9] consisting of using a robotic arm with a pico-projector mounted on the end and attached to a small cart within the user’s field of view (Figure 2). An ARTTRACK motion capture system and a predefined model of the environment are used for positioning the robotic arm towards the appropriate locations on the walls. The position of the highlight is computed by transforming the position of the target in the projection plane and applying a homographic transformation. The system described in [9] was improved by using better servo motors (MX-64T motors, with a precision of 0.089° instead of 0.35°) and the structure of the arm was modified in order to provide a 360° projection field.

The arm automatically moves in the direction of a target and highlights it with a spotlight. The amount of time needed for orienting the arm was between 228 and 3800 ms depending on the distance between the initial position and the final position of the arm. To locate a target, participants could see not only the spotlight but also the orientation of the arm, which is always visible (possibly in peripheral vision) (Figure 1a). The arm thus indicates to the user the general direction of the target, and the spotlight indicates its precise position.

Robot Arm + Kinesthetic Feedback (RAK). This second technique combines RA with kinesthetic feedback. RAK is similar to the previous technique except that, when the robotic arm points and highlights the target, participants must point the target with their arm (Figure 1b). This kind of kinesthetic feedback is similar to that proposed by Soechting et al. [26].

Handheld Guidance (HG). The handheld guidance (HG) technique is inspired by Yee’s Peephole interaction technique [30] and serves as a baseline guidance condition. The user holds a pico-projector (the same model as in the previous conditions) in his or her hand (Figure 3a). When the projector is far from the target, it displays an arrow in the direction of the target (Figure 3b). The participant moves the projector in the direction indicated by the arrow until the target is reached. The target is then highlighted, as in the previous techniques (Figure 3c).

These three techniques are each based on the same principle except that RA and RAK are system controlled while HG is user controlled. RA can be seen as HG performed by the robot instead of the user’s arm. Transferring control to the robotic arm also removes kinesthetic feedback in the RA condition. The RAK technique reintroduces kinesthetic feedback through mid-air pointing by the user.

4. STUDY: USER VS. SYSTEM CONTROL

As previously explained, various guidance techniques transfer control from the user to the system, which results in an absence of kinesthetic feedback. While, in general, body movement seems to have positive impact on memorization, previous studies are somewhat inconclusive as results differ depending on the experimental setup. Indeed, the way control is performed, the level of embodiment, the resulting level of divided attention, and the complexity of the task seem to strongly impact results.

We thus further investigated whether motorized projection-based guidance would hinder spatial memorization by considering a task that is inspired by a real use case in which operators are trained to find controls rapidly. This experimental setup involves a complex environment with many objects laid out on the walls of a room, including behind the user. For this purpose, we compared the RA, RAK and HG conditions.

4.1 Hypotheses

Because the two conditions with robotic arm guidance (RA & RAK) reduce kinesthetic feedback, our hypotheses were that:

H1 Participants would (a) learn more targets (b) more quickly with handheld guidance (HG) than when transferring control to the robotic arm (RA & RAK).

H2 Adding kinesthetic feedback (RAK) when using the robotic arm (RA) should improve memorization because we expect “muscle memory” to play a positive role in learning. Pointing with the arm has been shown beneficial for spatial learning for simple localization [26].

H3 Regardless the guidance technique, memorization should be higher for targets located in front of the user, be-
cause building a mental model should be easier for targets that are always visible.

**H4** Memorization should depend on the noticeability of targets (as explained below).

### 4.2 Experimental Design

#### 4.2.1 Participants and Apparatus

**Participants.** 42 subjects (20 female), aged 21 to 34 (mean = 27.2, SD = 3.57), participated in the study. To avoid hidden confounds, we selected participants with a similar profile (engineering students from the same institution, with no HCI background) and controlled for gender across groups. We also performed a Guilford-Zimmerman test of spatial knowledge acquisition [15], which showed that the spatial abilities of participants were similar between groups (p=0.79). Participants were compensated with candies and, for each technique, the participant who memorized the most targets received a bonus box of chocolates.

**Setting.** The experiment took place on three walls of a room. Each wall measured approximately 2 × 5m (about 6.5 × 16.5 ft) and was located in front of, behind, or to the side of the participant (Figure 4). The room was under standard overhead fluorescent lighting with the curtains drawn so as to maintain consistent lighting conditions. Figure 4a shows a top view of the room with a participant at the starting position in the center of the room.

**Projection.** The projector’s field of view was large enough to provide a sufficiently large peephole (about 1.2 m diagonal) to make framing a reasonable task and avoid disturbing participants.

**Robotic Arm Speed.** Previous findings have shown that guidance with a robotic arm reduces execution time [9]. To reduce a bias introduced by such timing differences, we set a slow movement speed on the projector in order to more closely align time on task for the RA, RAK, and HG conditions.

**Targets.** A set of 1143 targets were printed on paper posters affixed to the three walls (Figure 4b). They were equally distributed across the three walls, on a surface of 4.2 × 1.8 m for each wall. The design of the targets and their layout on the walls (Figure 5) was inspired from the control panels of an actual power plant. Their size ranged from 4 × 4 cm to 12 × 12 cm (more detail below) and the distance between their borders was variable.

While some distractors were only 5cm apart, all targets used during the experiment were at least at 8cm from their nearest neighbor in order to allow participants to unambiguously select targets and to let us focus on memorization rather than pointing accuracy.

Target labels were drawn from the industrial domain and consisted of simple words (e.g., Pump, Voltage, Engine, etc.). These labels were projected at the same place at the beginning of each trial to inform about the target (Figure 2). They were not printed on posters to avoid biasing the results of the experiment. Moreover, this situation mimics real conditions where labels are too small to be readable from a distance.

We took into account the position of targets, which were either in front, beside, or behind the user, which thus affected target visibility. We also distinguished two levels of noticeability. In contrast with other targets, those that were different from neighbors, isolated, or close to a landmark (like a door) were considered easier-to-notice. These targets made up 50% of those used in the experiment. We used this categorization to provide a rough approximation of the distinctiveness or noticeability of targets.

As detailed below, participants were instructed to learn a sequence of 12 targets, randomized between easy- or less-easy-to-notice targets and across the different walls (in front of, beside, or behind the user).

#### 4.2.2 Method and Procedure

Because skill-transfer and interference is not well understood in such cases, memorization tasks commonly use between-subjects designs to avoid possible interaction effects (e.g., [2, 13, 16, 22]). In particular, our experiment involves two similar techniques (RA & RAK) and a third baseline (HG). Even counterbalancing the order would probably favor RA & RAK, so we used a between-subjects design with a relatively large number of participants (42) randomly assigned to three groups. Over the course of any given day, we ran
one group (so as to counter-balance time-of-day effects such as post-lunch lethargy and to minimize possible interaction effects).

In summary, we evaluated the RA, RAK, and HG conditions in a between-subject test and the two characteristics of the targets (position and noticeability) in a within-subjects design. In total, we had 6452 trials.

The experiment was divided into two sessions. The first session lasted approximately 30 minutes, and the second session lasted about 5 minutes. As shown in Figure 6, the first session involved four successive training and testing phases. The second session, performed 48 hours later, involved a single (long-term) memory test.

**Training phase.** During this phase, participants were asked to find, as quickly as possible, a sequence of 12 randomly ordered targets and to memorize their locations. The same list of targets was used along the experiment. For each technique, the same starting position was used, either through the system (RA & RAK) or by requiring the user to point the projector at the start position to reveal the stimulus (HG). The name of the desired target was then displayed by the projector (Figure 3a). The participant would then start the searching phase by clicking on a button, which would make the target name disappear.

In RA and RAK conditions, the robotic arm then started moving towards the direction of the target. In HG condition, a directional arrow appeared (Figure 3b) and the participant could start moving the handheld projector according to the direction of the arrow. In all cases, the target was highlighted when the projection window reached the target (Figure 3c and 1a). In the RAK condition, the participant also then pointed to the highlighted target with his or her arm. Participants could then take some time to memorize the target before moving on to the next trial.

**Memory Test.** Participants were instructed to find as accurately as possible the 12 targets they previously localized, but without any guidance. Twelve trials were performed in this phase (one for each target). Participants first had to point the projector on the same initial position to start a trial. As before, this caused the name of the target to be displayed. Participants were required to look at this name for one second before they could then click on the start button. This made the target name disappear and the projected cursor appear (Figure 5a). Participants could then move the projector to place the cursor on the target of their choice, then confirm by pressing again the same button. The system then provided feedback about whether the selected target correctly matched the stimulus (Figure 5b).

### 4.3 Results

**4.3.1 Memorization**

We used recall rate to evaluate memorization performance, that is the percentage of targets correctly identified by participants during the testing phases.

**Memory Performance During Training.** The training phase included four memory tests, as illustrated in Figure 6. We performed a two-way ANOVA test on the recall rates of these memory tests and found a statistically significant difference between the four testing blocks ($F_{3,177} = 117.1$, $p < 0.01$). Participants were increasingly accurate in correctly identifying targets as the experiment progressed (Figure 7). Recall rates increased by 39%, 13% and 6% between successive blocks for RA, by 33%, 14% and 3.75% for RAK and by 29%, 19% and 19% for HG. Hence, the initial slope of the learning curve was quite high when using the robotic arm (RA and RAK), with more than two-thirds of the targets properly identified by the second test. In comparison, the learning curve was lower for the handheld technique (HG).

We also found a statistically significant difference in recall rate between techniques ($F_{2,35} = 9.74$, $p < 0.01$). Participants memorized targets more accurately when using the robotic arm (RA and RAK) than with the handheld device (HG). There was no significant difference between RA and RAK.

During training, the interaction effect between techniques and blocks was statistically significant ($F_{6,117} = 2.36$, $p < 0.05$). A post-hoc Tukey test showed statistically significant results for the first three test blocks between RAK and HG and between RA and HG groups. RA Participants learned more than HG participants, and RAK participants learned more correct targets than HG. However, we found no statistically significant difference between techniques for the fourth block, probably because values were already quite high (Table 1).

**Performance During the Retention Test.** We performed a one-way ANOVA test on the recall rate over the final memory test, performed two days later. We found a statisti-
Figure 6: The experiment was performed over two sessions. The first session was composed of four successive training and testing blocks. The second session consisted in a memory test performed two days later.

Figure 7: Mean recall rates. The first four groups correspond to the memory tests during the first session. The last group corresponds to the retention test in the second session, 48 hours later. 1: Robotic Arm (RA), 2: RA + Kinesthetic feedback (RAK), 3: Handheld Guidance (HG).

A statistically significant difference between techniques ($F_{2,39}=6.4$, $p<0.05$). Again, participants memorized targets more accurately when using RA ($F_{1,26}=26.11$, $p<0.01$) and when using RAK ($F_{1,26}=5.21$, $p<0.01$) versus HG. There was no significant difference between RA and RAK.

Target Position and Noticeability. We performed a three-way ANOVA test on the recall rates for block test, position, and noticeability of targets. We found a statistically significant difference between “easy-” and “less-noticeable” targets ($F_{1,150} = 7.77$, $p<0.01$). Unsurprisingly, in the beginning of the experiment, recall rates were higher for “easy-to-notice” targets (36.1% vs. 28.1%) and this was still the case at the end of the experiment (94% vs. 81%). In the retention test, recall rates were also higher for “easy-to-notice” targets (87% vs. 80%).

Table 1: Percentage of memorized targets per technique and per memory testing block

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>block1</th>
<th>block2</th>
<th>block3</th>
<th>block4</th>
<th>Retention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAK</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also found a statistically significant difference between targets located in front of and behind the participants ($F_{1,156} = 8.97$, $p<0.01$). The recall rate of targets behind the user was lower in the beginning of the experiment (26.5% vs. 38.4%) but similar at the end (92% vs. 93%). No significant effect was found for the retention test.

4.3.2 Training Time

We performed a two-way ANOVA of the task time spent in each of the four training blocks, finding a statistically significant difference between blocks ($F_{3,117}=34$, $p<0.001$). Unsurprisingly, time decreased across blocks as illustrated in Figure 8.

We found no statistically significant difference on task time between techniques ($p = 0.4$), although the amount of time was slightly shorter on average for RA and RAK than for HG (Table 2).

As differences in performance did not seem related to global training time duration, we performed a deeper analysis by decomposing trials time into three parts: (a) stimulus-time, the duration in which the name of the target is displayed, (b) movement-time, the duration in which the projector moves towards the target (either automatically or by the user’s movement), and (c) highlight-time, the amount of time spent by participants looking at the highlighted target before starting the next trial.

A two-way ANOVA of highlight-time showed a statistically significant difference between blocks ($F_{3,117}=18$, $p<0.001$). Participants spent less time while advancing in the experiment for all techniques (Figure 8).

A two-way ANOVA of highlight time also showed a statistically significant difference between techniques ($F_{2,39} = 5.13$, $p<0.05$). Participants from two robotic arm tech-
Participants spent less time (2 seconds for RA and 1.9s for RAK) looking at the highlighted target than those holding the projector (3s). Surprisingly, the group with lower memorization performance (HG) is thus the one that spent more time looking at the highlighted target.

4.3.3 Distance Curves

Figure 9 shows a sample training trial performed (a) at the beginning and (b) at the end of the experiment. Comparing the plots, we can see that training time considerably decreased at the end of the experiment, as each curve shifts left. The blue curve (HG) in Figure 9a shows an important fluctuation as the user overshoots the target. This fluctuation is highly attenuated at the end of the experiment.

The small oscillations at the end of the RA and RAK plots are the results of the abrupt stop of servomotors.

4.4 Discussion

User vs. system control (H1). Transferring control from the handheld guidance (HG) technique to the two robotic arm conditions makes the user more passive and reduces the time spent finding each target. As such, we expected participants to learn fewer target positions in the RA condition than in the HG condition, and that the benefits of kinesthetic feedback would put the RAK condition between the two.

The results show, however, that H1 did not hold: participants memorized more targets in less time (time spent looking for highlighted target) in the RA & RAK conditions than in the HG condition. We suspect that this difference may be the result of dividing the user’s attention between controlling the device and locating the object, as is the case in [10, 28]. The highlight-time (Figure 8) is also higher for HG than for the two other conditions. This is a logical consequence of the fact that participants remembered less targets in the HG condition. Another factor is that a little longer time is needed until the highlighted location is stabilized in this condition. However, this increase in time is small, as can be seen on figure 9 (cf. the dot on the blue curve). Moreover, there was no difference in highlight-time for the first learning block, for which participants had not yet memorized any target location.

Observations of participants during training phases seem to support this theory. Participants who explored the room manually (HG) seemed to be more concentrated on manipulating the projector before and while the target was highlighted. RA & RAK participants, however, tended to concentrate only on the highlighted target, more naturally and effortlessly locating the target.

Participants’ subjective judgements also seem to support this hypothesis. At the end of the first session, we asked participants to rate cognitive effort, frustration, and subjective preference for each of the different guidance techniques on a 7-point Likert scale. We found no differences between techniques for frustration and preference, but participants found RA and RAK less cognitively demanding than HG (6.42 for RA, 6.5 for RAK and 5.57 for HG, higher scores are better). This difference may result from a higher level of divided attention.

Kinesthetic feedback and spatial memory (H2). Participants in the HG condition experience a kinesthetic feedback as they search for the target. We hypothesized that this feedback would reinforce memorization through some kind of “motor memory,” echoing results by Kaufmann et al. [13]. In the RA condition, however, participants do not experience such kinesthetic feedback. We thus expected that kinesthetic feedback would lead to the same outcomes predicted by H1: HG would provide the strongest support for memorization, RA would underperform, and RAK would be between the two as it combines RA with a form of kinesthetic feedback. As described above, however, this kinesthetic feedback did not seem to have much impact when the robotic arm was used: RA and RAK produced similar results, both superior to HG. Thus, H2 does not hold.

This results contrasts with the findings of most previous studies on navigation tasks [20, 26, 29]. However, as indicated in Section 2, some other studies (e.g., [10, 28]) found no significant difference between exploring a virtual environment using a joystick and passively observing the scene. Hence, results may depend on various differences between studies, such as the kind of body movement, the complexity of the environment, the number of target objects, the inclusion of distractors, or the type of spatial memory involved. For example, in motor-based tasks (e.g., [16, 22]), it makes sense that motor feedback would enhance path or layout memorization.
That we observed no significant difference between RA & RAK conditions may be due to the fact that in complex localization tasks (e.g., learning 12 targets among 1200 objects), the task is primarily visual rather than motor-based and thus might not benefit as much from kinesthetic feedback. Moreover, in the RAK condition, kinesthetic feedback only occurred when the user was asked to point at the target, hence after the target was found. This constrasts with tasks where the user must continuously control a device during the whole search task.

Another possible explanation is that participants might got kinesthetic feedback through their mirror neuron system, which allows people to perceive kinetic movements outside of their bodies as their own movements. An additional experiment using a wide-angle projection system without motorized parts would be worth performing for examining this hypothesis.

These conflicting results for different kinds of spatial memory on different kinds of tasks and in different kinds of contexts call out the need for more work in this domain. Moreover, the fact that H1 & H2 did not hold suggests that more studies are needed to better understand the roles of, e.g., the complexity of the context and task, of divided attention and of types of kinesthetic feedback on spatial memorization. This work presents an important set of data points toward this understanding.

Lastly, that H1 & H2 were invalidated is encouraging for such guidance systems. It suggests that system-controlled guidance not only helps to more quickly identify the locations of targets, but also that users are better able to learn those positions than with a handheld, user-controlled guidance technique. In future work it may be interesting to compare such guidance to no guidance at all.

Target characteristics (H3 & H4). As expected, targets that are easy to notice and that are always visible were memorized faster than those that were overloaded with distractors or those occasionally visualized. One possible explanation, is that permanent visibility of a target helps the development of a mental model of the environment and easy-to-notice targets provide enough hints to allow users to create a mental mapping of their positions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

People typically need to learn and memorize objects in training scenarios, to make them able to interact with (or maintain) complex environments such as plants or control rooms. The main motivation of this study was a real use case where operators are trained to rapidly find controls. Guidance techniques help people to more quickly and more easily locate objects in complex environments, but their effect on learning is less well understood. In this paper, we compared guidance techniques in order to evaluate the impact of projection-based guidance techniques on spatial memorization. We compared two system-controlled guidance techniques that use a robotic projection arm and a user-controlled, projected peephole technique. A major difference between these two cases is that the first technique transfers control to the system, reducing the active involvement of the user, and is also likely to allow the user focusing on memorization.

We expected that the system-controlled guidance techniques, which help participants to more quickly and more easily identify the positions of targets, would hinder learning. Instead, we found that participants were able to learn the positions of more objects and more quickly with the robotic projection arm than with manual, handheld guidance. This suggests that such guidance techniques may be useful in training contexts, where learning is important and where merely finding objects is insufficient.

Our outcomes extend prior findings on spatial memory in positioning tasks, revealing that active control on its own is insufficient to improve memorization performance. We suspect that this result is due to the division of the user’s attention between memorization and controlling the device. Similarly, we found that kinesthetic feedback does not necessarily improve spatial memory. Future work should study the role of division of attention, task alignment, and more precisely identifying the role kinesthetic feedback can play in spatial memorization.
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